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Flints sells a huge variety of specialist paint brushes. We would be
happy to provide special quotes for educational departments and large
scene shops. It is a false economy to use a poor quality brush for any
painting work. Don’t miss the Eco Union brushes on

DECORATOR’S BRUSHES
A good brush will hold the correct quantity of paint allowing you to
work quickly with less chance of brush or lap marks. Artificial bristles
tend to wash out water-based paints more easily. Natural bristle
brushes tend to be a little stiffer for manipulating heavy-bodied paints.
Use the widest brush you can comfortably handle, it will help maintain
the crucial “wet edge”. Choose our budget brushes for working with
materials that require special thinners such as resins or Hammerite.

NATURAL BRUSHES
Decorator’s Brush Extra thick, with
a mix of natural and synthetic solid round
tapered [SRT] bristles to provide a great allround brush at an unbeatable price. Waxed
wooden beavertail handle with a stainless
steel ferrule. Walleted. Superb value.
Decorator’s Brush		
1”							
11⁄2”						
2”							
3”							
4”							

code			
PBR1032		
PBR1033		
PBR1034		
PBR1036		
PBR1037		

price
£2.79
£5.04
£6.33
£10.29
£12.86

Hamilton Perfection An old
favourite and a good choice of brush for top
quality enamel and varnish work. The
Perfection can hold large quantities of paint
and has a degree of stiffness enabling the
user to manipulate heavy-bodied paints. The
China bristle is set securely in rubber with
a chisel edge. Satin tipped for a smooth
paint finish. Stainless steel ferrule with
phosphor bronze pins. Specially coated FSC
certified wooden handle.
Hamilton Perfection 				
Slant cut					
Straight cut				
Straight cut				
Straight cut				
Straight cut				
Straight cut				
Straight cut				

width						
3/4”							
1”							
11⁄2”						
2”							
21⁄2”						
3”							
4”							

code			 Tradeline
price
PBR211		
£4.61
PBR212		
£7.20
PBR213		
£9.97
PBR214		 £14.96
PBR215		 £20.82
PBR216		 £31.03
PBR217		 £39.69

Lily Varnish Brush A very
popular range of brushes with flat green
enamelled handles and chromed
ferrules. The soft pure bristles form a
flat lightweight brush ideal for scenic
work. These brushes are also very useful
for varnishing or enamelling complex
areas being both wide enough to lay in
the varnish on the flat areas, and also
thin enough to gain access to tricky
corners. The handle is drilled for storage.
Lily Varnish			width						code		 list
price
			20 mm						PBR311		 £5.17 £4.35
			30 mm						PBR312		
£5.50 £4.66
			40 mm						PBR313		
£6.92 £5.88
			50 mm						PBR314		
£8.00 £6.82
			70 mm						PBR315		
£11.00 £9.16
			80 mm						PBR316		
£15.42 £12.83
			100 mm						PBR317		 £18.75 £15.75
Spalter Varnish These useful
very wide brushes are ideal for
dragging, figuring and glazing walls and
large surfaces. When used with Tropical
Scumble [page 53] the longer open time
plus the extra width of the brush can be
helpful in preventing lapping of coloured
glazes or maintaining a wet edge on large
wood-graining projects. Lily bristles and
a plain unpainted handle.
Spalter Varnish		 width thickness		 code		 list
price
			150 mm 10 mm				PBR342		
£23.67 £20.21
			180 mm 10 mm				PBR343		
£31.25 £26.70

ARTIFICIAL BRISTLE BRUSHES
Omega Orel Acrylic Brush
Soft well-formed artificial “Orel”
bristles. They are suitable for all
paint types but particularly suited to
water-based paints. The fact that they
will not leave brush marks make them
a perfect varnish brush too. Lacquered
wooden handle drilled for storage.
Excellent value.
Omega Orel Acrylic width thickness		 code		
			1”			14 mm				PBR250		
			11⁄2”		14 mm				PBR251
			2”			15 mm				PBR252		
			21⁄2” 15 mm				 PBR2525		
			3”		15 mm				PBR253		

list
price
£8.58 £7.32
£10.75 £9.16
£12.83 £10.93
£15.42 £13.49
£19.25 £16.39

Hamilton Perfection Box Set
Always a great way to buy brushes at the
best possible price. Contains a 1”, 11⁄2” and
two 2” Perfection brushes. Worth £41.32 if
bought separately. Fantastic value.

Hamilton Pure Synthetic Angled Brush This is a
Hamilton Perfection Box Set		 code						list			
each
Tradeline
4 brush set					 PBR12120004				 £42.77		 £29.95

Lily Glider Brushes are sadly no longer available.
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perfect cutting-in brush for water-based paints. Well-balanced long
varnished handle and a thin angled head for exceptional control.
Lovely.
Hamilton Pure Synthetic Angled Brush 			 code				 price
			11⁄2”							PBR13133035			 £7.63
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FLINTS SCENIC SET

Purdy Monarch Elite The Purdy Monarch

Purdy Monarch Elite Box Set A great
Flints Scenic Set Flints has made up this special set with three



of the our favourite scenic brushes. They are offered at a fantastic
price to encourage everyone to try them. Set includes 1” Polyvine
Varnish Brush , 2” Eco Union Angled Sash [page 75], and a 3” Purdy
Monarch Elite brush .

value set with a 11/2”, 2” and 3” Monarch Elite
brushes. Flints price £47.75 if bought separately.
Monarch Elite Box Set							
11/2”, 2” and 3”							

PURDY PRODUCTS
Purdy Brushes — The Professional’s Choice

Purdy Dale Elite The Dale Elite has an extra

1” is a
best-seller

long natural redwood rattail handle and the head is
less thick than the Sprig to give excellent control
for detailed cutting-in and lining. Nylon SRT and
polyester bristle mix with stainless steel ferrule.
Angle cut. Consider also the Hamilton Angled Brush
see  and the Eco Angle Sash on page 75.

code			
list		 Tradeline
price
PBRMONSPEC3 £56.16 £36.00

Purdy Pro-Extra Monarch If there could

Flints Scenic Set						 code				 list					
Tradeline
									
PBRFLIN06K		 £37.33
£29.95

Purdy brushes are a household, and backstage, favourite for good reason.
They incorporate a blend of nylon solid round tapered [SRT] and polyester
bristles which provides the right firmness without leaving brushmarks and
excellent shape retention.
4 Lasts at least 5 times longer than any natural bristle brush
4 Guaranteed no bristle loss
4 Dramatically reduces tramlines when using water-based paints
4 Quick and easy to clean
4 For use with all paint types
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Elite with extra thick stock and traditional handle
style is suitable for interior or exterior work in all
types of paint. Nylon SRT and polyester bristle mix.
Purdy Monarch Elite			 code
list
price
width / thickness / bristle length
1” 15.8 mm 55 mm			 PBRME1 £13.28 £11.29
11/2” 15.8 mm 62 mm			 PBRME15 £14.30 £12.16
2” 18 mm		 68 mm			 PBRME2 £16.95 £14.41
3” 22 mm 80 mm			 PBRME3 £24.91 £21.18
4” 25 mm 93 mm			 PBRME4 £32.32 £27.48

The
best varnish
brush!

be a criticism of the Purdy range it would be that
they lack enough body to work with really heavy
enamels and varnishes. This formulation has the
necessary stiffness needed to manipulate heavybodied paints with exceptional paint delivery and
lay off. Purdy guarantees 30% extra coverage when
using this distinctive blue-headed brush. Suitable
for all paint types.
Pro-Extra Monarch			 code
list
price
width / thickness / bristle length
1”						15.8 mm		60.3 mm			PBRPEM1			 £14.21		 £12.08
11/2”				17.4 mm			68.2 mm			PBRPEM15 £16.69			£14.19
2”						20.6 mm 73.2 mm			PBRPEM2		£18.65		£15.86
3”					23.8 mm		87.3 mm				PBRPEM3		£26.53		£22.56

Purdy Pro Extra Box Set Sets are a great
way to own fantastic brushes at value prices. Flints
price £42.13 if bought separately
Pro Extra Box Set							 code				list			 Tradeline
price
1”, 11/2”, and 2”						 PBRPEX1			 £49.55 		£26.00

POLYVINE VARNISH BRUSHES
Purdy Dale Elite			 code list price
width / thickness / bristle length
1”		 7.9 mm 49 mm PBRDE1 £11.54 £9.81
11/2” 9.5 mm 55 mm PBRDE15 £13.20 £11.22

Purdy Sprig Elite A good cutting-in brush
for detailed work. Nylon SRT and polyester
bristle mix with straight cut. Alderwood
conventional handle with round edge stainless
steel ferrule.

Polyvine Varnish Brushes The new kid
on the block - and they’re great! We were so
impressed with the quality of these brushes we
squeezed them in last minute into this catalogue.
Alasdair kindly tested them out for us, and they
are his new favourite varnishing brush! Excellent
value too. They are lightweight and easy to
handle, but probably won’t hold as much product
as the Purdy Pro-Extra Monarch above, so these
are a better choice for applying a thin film.
Ultrafine soft synthetic bristles.
Handmade in the UK too!

Purdy Sprig Elite			 code
width / thickness / bristle length
1.5” 11 mm 62 mm PBR243
2” 14 mm 68 mm PBR244
3” 15 mm 81 mm		 PBR245
T: 020 7703 9786

list

price

£13.20 £11.22
£16.53 £14.06
£22.29 £18.95

Polyvine Varnish		width						code		
			1”								PBRBV1		
			2”								PBRBV2		
			3”							PBRBV3		

Unit 9 Deptford Trading Estate, Blackhorse Road, London, SE8 5HY

list
price
£6.16 £5.85
£7.90 £7.50
£10.72 £10.18
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THEATRE BRUSHES
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Großmann Landscape Painters
– Chisel, Extra Stiff 216 Made with
Long-handled Theatre Brushes by Sybille Großmann
This brush system by Sybille Großmann is designed especially for the scenic
artist. They are beautifully hand-made brushes with matching handles, The
long lightweight but strong aluminium handle is ideal for artists working
on a paint floor. The shorter handles can be quickly interchanged for the
job in hand. All the products are of the very highest German quality and
you could expect the system to last a lifetime.

best quality long brown Chungking Bristles,
stainless steel ferrule and M8 thread.
21⁄2” [62 mm] wide.
Chisel 216					 code			
width
62 mm						 PBR21625

£29.09

Großmann Landscape Painters
– Cat’s Tongue, Extra Long 218
Made with best quality long brown Chungking
Bristles, stainless steel ferrule and M8 thread.
2” [50 mm] wide.
4 Lightweight for less tiring work
4 Strong for a long life
4 Purpose-designed for your scenic work
4 Wide variety of accessories available
4 Massive priming heads for preparing large backcloths
4 Super lightweight charcoal holder for
effortless sketching
4 Use your own favourite fitch by using the
clamp accessory
4 Squares and straight edges available [next page] for
drawing out without bending down

Cat’s Tongue 218			 code			
width
50 mm						 PBR21820

length			
880 mm		
280 mm		
140 mm		

code			
PBR41000
PBR41325
PBR41814

Ink Brush 220				 code			
width
38 mm						 PBR22015

£16.21

quality very long brown Chungking Bristles set
into a water- and chemical-resistant ply base
to make a very light and versatile brush. M8
thread.
65 x 45 mm wide.

price
£28.25
£13.42
£10.76

French Brush 305			
width
65 x 45 mm					

code			

price

PBR30501

£38.57

Großmann Speckle Brush 308

Großmann Landscape Painters
– Slanted 213 Made with best quality
strong black Chungking Bristles, stainless
steel ferrule and M8 thread.
2” [50 mm] wide.
price

Handle sold
separately

Made with best quality long brown Chungking
Bristles set into a water- and chemicalresistant ply base to make a very light brush.
M8 thread. Normally used with the short 140
mm handle available below. Diameter: 110 mm.
Speckle Brush 308		 code			
Ø
110 mm						 PBR30801

price
£64.18

£16.68
Handle						 code			
length
140 mm						 PBR41814

T: 020 7703 9786

price

Großmann French Brush – Extra
Long and Light 305 Made with best

THEATRE PAINT BRUSH HEADS

Slanted 213					 code			
				 width
				 50 mm		 PBR21320

£24.34

brown Chungking Bristles, stainless steel
ferrule and M8 thread.
11⁄2” [38 mm] wide.

Großmann Long Handles All the
following theatre brushes [except where
noted] are fitted with an M8 threaded stud.
You can simply swap the heads and handles to
suit the job in hand. For drawing out on floors,
you can add the Charcoal Holder [next page]
or use the Clamp to work with your favourite
fitch. The beautiful and essential aluminium
brush handle is 880 mm long. It has a wooden
grip and will not “whip”. The two wooden
handles are 280 mm and 140 mm. The 140 mm
handle is ideal for the SpeckleBrush
.

Long Handles				
Aluminium					
Wooden					
Wooden*					
* For Speckle Brush

price

Großmann Ink Brush – Extra
Thin 220 Made with best quality long

LONG HANDLES
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price
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price
£10.76
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GIANT DRAWING INSTRUMENTS
Includes
handle
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Showing the bracket
screwed in place and green
plastic cone attached.

Großmann Primer and Skycloth Brushes 300
Made with best quality brown Chungking Bristle which is strong and
elastic set into a water- and chemical-resistant ply base to make a
light brush that holds a very large quantity of paint. These brushes
are not fitted with an M8 threaded stud but a suitable bracket can be
purchased and screwed in place.
[Fixing needs 4 off 3.5 x 16 mm Spax screws or similar]

Großmann Aluminium Straight Edge A very special
tool for the professional scenic artist. The 1 m x 100 x 14 mm lightweight
aluminium straight edge has a 880 mm long handle for comfortable
marking out of floor cloths. The aluminium handle can also be used on
any of the Großmann brushes . Beautifully made.


The green plastic cone has an M8 threaded insert to attach to the
bracket and will allow an ordinary 23 mm Ø broomstick to be inserted
into its hollow end. The cone only has a 22 mm Ø hole so the broomstick
will need a little bit of whittling! The broomstick can then also be used
with hollow-handled roller frames [page 77].
[Includes bolt and nut for permanent attachment.]
Skycloth Brushes 300			 dimensions					
300 series				 100 x 50 mm					
300 series				 180 x 80 mm					
300 series				 260 x 100 mm				
Bracket													
Green Plastic End Cone									

code			
PBR30001
PBR30004
PBR30006
PBR96020
PBR96000

Aluminium 1 m Straight Edge LxDxTK						
						 1 m x 100 x 14 mm				

code			 Tradeline
price
PBR91010
£99.98

Großmann Aluminium
Square Made from lightweight

Includes
handle

aluminium this square is a piece
of equipment to treasure. Each
side is 500 x 100 x 14 mm thick.
Supplied with a 880 mm long
handle for comfortable marking
out of floor cloths. The aluminium
handle can also be used on any of
the Großmann brushes .
Other sizes available to order up
to 2 m.

price
£37.49
£79.48
£163.77
£14.86
£5.71



Großmann Primer and
Skycloth Brush 302 This
extra-large head can be used with
a standard 23 Ø mm broomstick.
The brush has a 22 mm Ø hole so
the broomstick will need a little bit
of whittling! The long bristles hold
copious quantities of paint enabling the painter to cover large areas
quickly with less reloading making this the ideal brush for priming
large scenic backcloths.
Skycloth Brush 302				 dimensions					 code			
						 260 x 100 mm				 PBR30206

price
£163.77

ACCESSORIES FOR HANDLES
Großmann Clamp with M8
Thread Screws onto any of the handles to

Aluminium Square				 LxDxTK						 code			
						 500 x 100 x 14 mm			 PBR92005

price
£144.74

DRAGGERS
Draggers 379 Used dry to break up
tinted glaze when woodgraining. Also available
in other widths.
Draggers 379				 code			
				 width
				 2”				 PBR3792		
				 4”				 PBR3794		

price
£8.87
£10.75

hold chalk, charcoal, pencils or small brushes.

Großmann Charcoal Holder This
is a very lightweight unit made from plastic
and designed to hold 10 mm thick scenic charcoal
[page 105]. Screws onto any of the handles.

Head					opening		code			
Clamp 					 15 mm			 PBR90002
Charcoal Holder 		 10 mm			 PBR90400
T: 020 7703 9786

price
£11.65
£20.20

Pencil Draggers Rows of pure bristles
with a coppered ferrule and wooden handle.
Used to break up oil glaze when woodgraining.
Pencil Draggers				 code			
				 width
				 100 mm		 PBR472		
				 150 mm		 PBR474		

price
£22.42
£23.34

Spalter Brushes can also do this job as well [page 68].

Unit 9 Deptford Trading Estate, Blackhorse Road, London, SE8 5HY
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GRAINING & EFFECTS

GRAINERS

SOFTENERS

Two Row Grainer 377 The row of
Badger Hair Softeners 610 Invaluable

nylon behind the natural bristle gives a slightly
coarser texture. Dragged through glaze this
brush will give the impression of a basic grain.
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tool for wood graining. Its soft delicate tips create
fine blended lines especially useful for burr
walnut, rosewood and mottled mahogany. Ideal for
watercolours. Varnished wooden handle.
Badger Hair 610
					
					
					

width			
2”				
3”				
4”				

code			
PBR6102		
PBR6103		
PBR6104		

Two Row Grainer 377
code			
					 width
					4”		PBR3774		

price
£24.28
£33.24
£43.92

price
£9.94

Fan Overgrainer 373 A fan-shaped
brush that is particularly useful for the
replication of some grain patterns. The
thinness of the brush means that the bristles
separate into individual pencils.

Artificial Badger Softeners
What a rubbish year. Firstly people start
shooting at us, then they decide to stop
making artificial badger softeners.
What’s going on!

Fan Overgrainer373		 code			
								 PBR373		

price
£7.65

Hog Hair Softeners 611 These softeners
have pure white hog bristles, they are suitable for
use with oil-based paints and glazes.
Give the badgers a rest.
					

Let’s get out of here!

Hog Hair 611		 width			 code			
					 3”				 PBR6113		
					 4”				 PBR6114		

price
£9.81
£12.99

STIPPLERS

FLOGGERS
Floggers 375 Long bristles and a varnished
wooden handle. Indispensable to the woodgrainer to
provide the background grain for mahogany, walnut,
rosewood, cedar and cypress. The 6” version is no
longer made.
Floggers 375		
width			
code			
					 3”				 PBR3753		
					 4”				 PBR3754		

price
£8.85
£9.85

OVERGRAINERS

Lily Bristle Stipplers Used to soften colour by evenly
distributing the wet paint. They can produce effects from fine freckles
to a soft mottling.
Lily Bristle Stipplers				
No handle				
No handle				
No handle				
Complete handle		

dimensions					
6” x 1”							
4” x 2”						
4” x 3”						
6” x 4”						

code			
PBR411		
PBR412		
PBR40143
PBR413		

price
£15.11
£16.61
£17.58
£22.16

Hog Hair Pencil Overgrainers 370
Used to create the widely spaced lines similar to
those in American Walnut.
Hog Overgrainer 370				
					width
					 1”				
					 2”				
					 3”				

code			

price

PBRS3701
PBRS3702
PBRS3703

£6.48
£10.78
£13.06

Sable Pencil Overgrainers 124 Made
with pure kolinsky sable pencils to give a more
responsive touch and finer line.
Sable Overgrainer 124			 code			
					width
7 pencils				 2” 				 PBR1242		
11 pencils			 3”				 PBR1243		
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MOTTLERS
Standard Mottlers 363 Wooden
handle with 39 mm ferrule and 45 mm long
bristles. Used to add the highlights and shades
which feature in natural wood.
Standard Mottlers 363 code			
					 width
					 2”			 PBR3632		
					 3”		 PBR3633		

price
£5.11
£5.83

price
£33.45
£38.72

Unit 9 Deptford Trading Estate, Blackhorse Road, London, SE8 5HY
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JENNY FOAM

FLATTING IN
Wall Brushes A very popular wide

As used
by NASA

No brush
marks — just a
mirror finish!
Jenny Foam Brushes and Rollers Don’t be deceived
by imitations — Jenny Brushes are the original foam brush using a
patented foam supported with a polyethylene stiffener. Flints are the
UK dealers for these renowned brushes which are ideal for applying
and laying-off high gloss finishes such as enamel or varnish. The Jenny
Rollers are designed for rapid application of paint and varnish which
can then be laid-off vertically by a second person with a wide Jenny
Brush. By working rapidly lap marks will not occur. The brushes are
easy to clean but also cheap enough to throw away making them ideal
for touching up work. The finish achieved with these brushes is first
class and they are the preferred choice of many of Britain’s classicyacht yards seeking the perfect finish. They are also used by NASA
for the application of primers, topcoats, grease, release agents and
adhesives. Not suitable for use with shellac.
4 Made from a special foam so they leave no fibres like
many ordinary rollers
4 Use them for oil based varnishes and enamels for a
perfect mirror finish
4 No brushmarks, no contamination
4 Ideal for touch up kits
Jenny Brushes				width				 code			 price			
					1” [25 mm]			 PBRJB1		 £0.54			
					 2” [50 mm]		 PBRJB2		 £0.62			
														price			
					3” [75 mm]			 PBRJB3		 £0.80			
														price			
					 4” [100 mm]		 PBRJB4		 £0.99			

price			
£1.03			
£1.29			
£1.45			

Jenny Roller Frames 11⁄2”						 code						
					 4” [100 mm]		
PBR42402				
					 7” [175 mm]		 PBRJF7					
					 9” [225 mm]		 PBRJF9					
Please note the 4” version is an “Easy Coater” Frame. See page 79 for full details.

48+
£0.49
£0.56
36+
£0.72
24+
£0.89

10+
£0.93
£1.16
£1.30
price
£2.80
£3.16
£3.28

Jenny Brush and Roller Set Why not give them a try
with this combined set containing a 1”, 2”, 3”, and 4” brush plus a 7”
roller and frame.
Jenny Brush Set									 code						
Brush and Roller Set					 PBRJBSETK				
T: 020 7703 9786

price
£18.87
£29.08
£32.90

Budget Wall Brush A reasonable
wall brush at a throw-away price for oneoff jobs.

Budget Wall Brush code			
6”					 PBR1127		

price
£6.72

ARTIST’S BRUSHES
imitation sable. The Dalon bristle has excellent shape
retention and long life. They perform well with oils,
acrylics and watercolours. The larger sizes were
discontinued a few years ago.

Most UK rollers have a 1 3⁄4” diameter core so you may need to buy a
roller frame listed below.
code			
PBRJR4		
PBRJR7		
PBRJR9		

code			
PBR1128		
PBR1132		
PBR1134		

Dalon D77 Artist’s brushes using man-made

Jenny Foam Rollers These rollers have a 1 1⁄2” diameter core.

Jenny Roller Sleeves								
					 4” [100 mm]		
					 7” [175 mm]		
					 9” [225 mm]		

Wall Brushes		
4”					
6”					
7”					
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brush. Sizes 6” and 7” have 100% pure
black bristles. Size 4” has 100% pure
grey bristles. With a rustproof weighted
copper ferrule for perfect balance.
Fitted with a comfortable flat wooden
handle.

price
£6.08

Dalon D77		size					
					00000					
					000					
					00					
					0						
					1						
					2						
					3						
					4						
					5						
					6						
					7						
					8						
					9						
					10						
					12						

code			
PBR050		
PBR051		
PBR052		
PBR053		
PBR054		
PBR055		
PBR056		
PBR057		
PBR058		
PBR059		
PBR060		
PBR061		
PBR062		
PBR063		
PBR065		

price
£3.25
£3.25
£3.50
£3.50
£3.96
£4.13
£4.71
£4.88
£5.88
£6.75
£7.67
£10.29
£10.71
£12.83
£13.67

Dalon Wash/One Stroke D88 These
square-edged brushes are ideal for laying in areas of
flat colour. Excellent shape retention using the
remarkable Dalon imitation sable. Suitable for oils,
acrylics and watercolours.
Dalon D88		width				code			 price
1/2”
					
[12 mm]		 PBR070		
£9.71
3/4” [19 mm]		
					
PBR071		 £13.96
					
1”		[25 mm]		PBR072		 £21.54
					11/2” [38 mm]		 PBR073		 £26.50

Unit 9 Deptford Trading Estate, Blackhorse Road, London, SE8 5HY
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SCENIC FITCHES
Rosco Fitches A top quality range

FITCHES & LINERS

of fitches with natural bristles, seamless
stainless steel ferrules and long
lacquered wooden handles.

Flints Scenic Fitches A
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popular range of good value fitches
with pure white bristles secured with
an aluminium ferrule. Clear varnished
wooden handles. Available in two types;
round and flat.

Rosco Fitches		
1/4”					
1/2”					
3/4”					

Round Fitches		
No 2		 2 mm
No 4		 4.5 mm
No 6		 6 mm
No 8		 8.5 mm
No 10		 11.5 mm
No 12		 15 mm
No 14		 18 mm
No 16		 23 mm

code			
PBR030		
PBR031		
PBR032		
PBR033		
PBR034		
PBR035		
PBR036		
PBR037		

price
£1.98
£2.22
£2.53
£3.04
£3.98
£5.25
£5.75
£8.51

Flat Fitches			
No 2		 3 mm
No 4		 6 mm
No 6		 7 mm
No 8		 11 mm
No 10		 15 mm
No 12		 18 mm
No 14		 22 mm
No 16		 29 mm

code			
PBR040		
PBR041		
PBR042		
PBR043		
PBR044		
PBR045		
PBR046		
PBR047		

price
£1.98
£2.22
£2.53
£3.04
£3.98
£5.25
£5.75
£8.11

1”						
11⁄4”					
11⁄2
“					
2”					
3” Foliage				

code			
price
PBR010		
£4.50
PBR011		 £6.75
PBR012		 £10.75
PBR013		 £17.50
PBR014		 £21.00
PBR015		 £25.50
PBR016		 £30.50
PBR018		 £47.75

Rosco Fitches Box Set The
set of eight fitches includes the rather
lovely 3” foliage brush shown below.

Rosco Fitches Set code			
price
7 fitches				 PBR017		 £100.50
7 fitches + foliage PBR019		 £145.75

Economical Angled Fitches
These hugely popular brushes are very
serviceable despite the price. They
provide excellent access to awkward to
get at corners whilst decorating.
Angled Fitches

code			
PBR048		
1”						 PBR049		
1/2”					

price
£0.90
£1.03

SASHES
Omega Pointed Sashes
S203 Round wooden handle with
coppered ferrule. The soft pure blonde
bristles form a rounded point. The
handle is drilled for storage.

Complete Set of Flints Scenic Fitches Why not take
advantage of this great deal and buy all 16 fitches above at a saving
of 20%?
Set of Fitches		 			
code					 list			 Tradeline
price
16 fitches						PBR030SETK			 £66.62		 £53.30

Pointed Sash S203
size diameter
000 18 mm		 PBR300
0		 20 mm PBR302
2		
24 mm		 PBR304
3		 26 mm PBR305
4		 28 mm PBR306
5		 30 mm PBR307
6		 32 mm PBR308
8		 36 mm PBR310

list
£9.17
£9.75
£10.75
£11.58
£12.75
£14.42
£16.92
£21.67

O m e g a Po i n te d S a s h
Complete Set Makes a wonderful

liners with a light balanced handle for accurate
picking out.

present for any scenic artist. 8 brushes
with an impressive 20% discount.

code			
PATM9002
PATM9004
PATM9008

list			
price
£10.75 		 £9.01
£12.25			
£10.40
£15.17		
£13.74
Pointed Sash Set								code				 list			
8 sashes								PBR30SETK		 £107.01		

T: 020 7703 9786

£7.80
£8.37
£9.16
£9.91
£10.88
£11.86
£13.81
£17.77

Omega Al Fresco S79 String-bound

Al Fresco S79
No 2				
No 4				
No 8				
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price
£75.98
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OTHER BRUSHES

ECO BRUSHES

STENCIL

Eco Union Brushes
Stencil Brushes Stiff hog bristle for

Stencil Brushes
Long-handled
Long-handled
Short-handled
Short handled
Short handled

Ø			
1/2”		
3/4”		
1”			
11⁄4”		
11⁄2”		

code			
PBR483		
PBR484		
PBR485		
PBR486		
PBR487		

price
£1.67
£2.56
£3.75
£5.20
£7.17

Pounce Wheels This pounce wheel set
contains No.9, No.10 and No.12 wheels. We also
stock Powder for use with Pounces that comes
in 125 g jar.
Pounce Wheels size		
Set of 3 wheels				
Pounce powder 125 g

code			
PBR380		
PBR381		

price
£14.95
£5.25

For Stencils, Stencil Paper and Hot Pens see pages 105 - 107.

DUSTING & PAPERHANGING
Dusting Brush A professional dusting
brush in pure lily china bristle set in resin.
Matt finish wooden handle.
Dusting Brush				 code			
				 4” [100 mm] PBR1194		

price
£8.70

Paper Hanger’s Brush 1148 Pure
lily bristles set in resin. Designed for paper
hanging but also useful for dragging effects.
Plain wooden handle.
Paper Hanger’s Brush code			
				 9” [230 mm] PBR1148		

price
£18.31

For Seam Rollers see page 79. For Wallpaper Paste see page 81.

GLUE & TAR
Bridled Brushes Plain wooden handle
bridled glue brushes.
Bridled Brushes				
				 diameter
No.10			 3/4”				
No.14			 1”				
No.20			
11/2”				

code			

price

PBR910		
PBR908		
PBR909		

£3.21
£4.16
£6.15

BUDGET BRUSHES
Budget Brushes We
bring in these brushes
directly from what we believe
is the best quality
manufacturer in China. The
quality knocks the socks off
some of the dross they sell in
the big sheds. In fact our
unpainted wooden-handled
brushes are really pretty
damn good! Still cheap enough to throw away when you are working
with difficult to clean products such as resins, glues and paints like
Hammerite which require special solvents. Choose these unpainted
wooden handled brushes for working with powerful solvent-laden
resins as the handles will not dissolve.
Budget Brushes					 width			
						 1/2”				
						 1”				
						11⁄2”				
						 2”				
						 3”				
						 4”				
						 6”				

T: 020 7703 9786

code 				
PBR159W			
PBR160W			
PBR161W			
PBR162W			
PBR163W			
PBR164W			
PBR165W			

price
£0.49
£0.57
£0.74
£0.81
£1.21
£1.47
£2.50

12+
£0.44
£0.52
£0.66
£0.73
£1.08
£1.33
£2.25

Budget Brush Set We
now make up our budget
brush sets from the woodenhandled brushes above. Each
set of five is supplied in a
separate polythene bag so
they can be divvied up easily
amongst staff or students.

Tar Brushes A tough brush with a strong
81/2” [215 mm] handle suitable for thick glue
and tar.

Tar Brushes					 code			
				 diameter
				 13/4”				 PBR182		

1: PAINT
1: XXXX
BRUSHES

achieving a crisp edge. Unvarnished wooden
handles. The long-handled brushes are white
bristle.

The question is “Does Eco
stand for Economy or
Ecological?” and the answer
is yes. These brushes all
utilise a tough but light
bamboo handle which is from
a sustainable source. The
bristles are blended from
Beavertail
Angle Sash
recycled natural and synthetic
solid round tapered [SRT] designed to give you a lifetime of use and
deliver excellent results. Even the ferrule is made from recycled
stainless steel. All this at a fantastic price. We think you will like them.
PLUS they are handmade in the UK!
Eco Union Beavertail Brushes width			 code				
price
6+
						 1”				 PBRECBT10		 £3.66 £3.30
						11⁄2”				 PBRECBT15		 £5.25 £4.73
						 2”				 PBRECBT20		 £7.46 £6.72
						 3”				 PBRECBT30		 £11.66 £10.50
						 4”				 PBRECBT40		
£14.00 £12.60
Eco Union Angle Sash Brushes width			 code				
price
6+
						11⁄2”				 PBRECAS15		 £5.46 £4.92
						 2”				 PBRECAS20		 £6.26 £5.64

price
£4.02

Budget Brush Set								 code				
1/2”, 1”, 2”, 3” and 4”					 PBRBBWSETK		

Unit 9 Deptford Trading Estate, Blackhorse Road, London, SE8 5HY

price
£3.87

12+
£3.25
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SPECIALIST PAINTER’S TOOLS

GRAINING SPONGES

GRAINING TOOLS

Natural Sponges Robust sponges for
Rubber Combs – Duplex and
Triangular These combs are used for pine

1: PAINT BRUSHES

and oak graining. Duplex has graduated teeth
that are 3” along one edge and 41 ⁄2” along
the other. The Triangular’s sides are 3” with
wide pointed, medium and fine pointed teeth.
Rubber Comb				 code			
Duplex Comb 				 PBR390		
Triangular Comb				 PBR391N		

price
£4.63
£4.59

a host of effects. Size stated is an approximation.

Natural Sponges					
Medium 					
Large 					
Extra Large		 		

approximate size			
41/2 – 5”						
51/2 – 6”						
61/2 – 7”						

code			 price
PBRBW5W
£8.75
PBRBW6W
£16.25
PBRBW7W £20.83

MAHL STICK
Mahl Stick Used to rest the

Graining Comb Set A set of 12 steel
combs with wide, medium and fine teeth.
Supplied in 100, 75, 50 and 25 mm widths
complete with vinyl carrying wallet.
Graining Comb Set			 code			
								 PBR392		

price
£15.98

hand to prevent smudging whilst
paint is wet. The end is cork which
is covered in soft leather. The stick
unscrews for storage.
Mahl Stick						 dimensions					 code			
price
						840 mm						PBR750		 £20.95

CANVAS STRETCHING PLIERS

Heart Grainers Used for graining pine

Ca nva s St retc h i n g
Pliers Alloy pliers suitable for

and oak. Also useful for creating a painted
moire effect. Now available 3” wide with a
plastic frame or 5” wide with a wooden frame.
Handles are reversible.
Heart Grainers				 code			
				 3”				 PBR393		
				 5”				 PBRSBPB5

price
£3.64
£3.50

stretching artist’s canvases.

Stretching Pliers													 code			
														 PBR751		

BRUSH COMB
Wooden Handle Brush
Comb A comfortable wooden

Check Graining Roller Designed to
make small indentations in the paint surface to
pick up a deeper colour whilst wood graining.
Check Graining Roller code			
price
				 2”				 PBR394		
£11.98

price
£29.88

handled brush comb to get
ingrained paint and varnish out of your treasured brushes. Great value.
Brush Comb														 code			
price
Hamilton Brush Comb									 PBR2905028 £4.09

Rubber Rocker Heart Grainer
The fine grainer has a 3” and 4” rocker. the
medium 4” and 5” ones have a rocker on one
side and a useful toothed comb on the other.
Fine Grainer

Medium Grainer

Heart Grainers width
Fine Grainer		 3”& 4”
Medium Grainer		 4”
Medium Grainer		 5”

code			
PBR396		
PBRSBWD4
PBRSBWD6

price
£9.42
£3.95
£3.95

Großmann Extra Large
Rubber Rocker 672 This
rubber rocker/comb is fitted with
a detachable M8 thread. Buy the
comfortable ali handle if you need
to woodgrain larger areas.
Extra Large Rubber Rocker dimensions					 code			
Rocker					 200 x 50 mm					 PBR67210
Handle													 PBR41400
For larger areas consider adapting a Squeegee page 135.

price
£49.95
£17.23

Swan Feathers Used for creating
marbling effects.
Swan Feathers				 code			
								 PAT640		
76

T: 020 7703 9786

price
£0.79

For brush cleaners and restorers see page 57. For hand cleaners,
barrier cream and wipes see the housekeeping section, page 349.
Brush Cleaning
Allow enough time to thoroughly clean your brushes. Artificial bristle
brushes generally clean more easily than real bristle especially with water
based paint. If using oil based paints pour the correct thinner into a paint
kettle and use a brush comb to remove most of the paint, then repeat
with clean thinner and finally work in some washing up liquid then clean
with water. Dry off most of the water with paper towel or cloth then lay
the brush on a sheet of clean paper and neatly fold the paper over the
bristles to hold their shape. Secure the paper with a piece of masking tape.
The brush will be dust free and correctly shaped ready for your next job.

FLICKATEX
Flickatex The Flickatex is
a hand operated machine used
for the application of texture
coatings. The crank can be fixed
on the left or right side of the tank
and there is a large comfortable
handle on the back. Great fun!
Flickatex Machine												 code			
price
Machine													 PATMISFLIC £46.14
Replacement comb roller								 PATFLICROLL £18.76

Unit 9 Deptford Trading Estate, Blackhorse Road, London, SE8 5HY
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